Abstract. We construct three-dimensional families of hyperelliptic curves of genus 6, 12, and 14, two-dimensional families of hyperelliptic curves of genus 3, 6, 7, 10, 20, and 30, and one-dimensional families of hyperelliptic curves of genus 5, 10 and 15, all of which are equipped with an an explicit isogeny from their Jacobian to another hyperelliptic Jacobian. We show that the Jacobians are generically absolutely simple, and describe the kernels of the isogenies. The families are derived from Cassou-Noguès and Couveignes' explicit classification of pairs (f, g) of polynomials such that f (x 1 ) − g(x 2 ) is reducible.
Introduction
In this article, we construct twelve explicit families of isogenies of hyperelliptic Jacobians. By explicit, we mean that we provide equations for hyperelliptic curves generating the domains and codomains of each isogeny, together with a correspondence on the curves realizing the isogeny as a map on divisor classes. Our main results are summarized by Theorem 1.1, which follows from the examples of §6. We also construct some families of Jacobians with explicit Real Multiplication, including and generalizing the families described by Tautz, Top, and Verberkmoes [26] . Our families of isogenies are derived from the remarkable explicit classification of pairs of polynomials (f, g) such that f (x 1 ) − g(x 2 ) is reducible due to CassouNogùes and Couveignes [5] , building upon the work of Fried [10, 11, 12] , Feit [7, 8, 9] , and others [4] . We associate a family of pairs of curves to every such pair (f, g), and a family of explicit homomorphisms (between the Jacobians of the curves of each pair) to each factor of f (x 1 ) − g(x 2 ). We show that each homomorphism is in fact an isogeny of (generically) absolutely simple Jacobians, and compute the isomorphism type of the kernels. We also calculate the dimension of the image of each family in its appropriate moduli space.
Over the complex field, abelian varieties are complex tori, and we may construct isogenies by working with period matrices. Over arbitrary fields, these methods are not available to us; the only abelian varieties for which we have a convenient representation for explicit computation are Jacobians of curves, where we can use the standard isomorphism with the divisor class group. However, the Jacobians occupy a positive-codimension subspace of the moduli space of abelian varieties in dimension greater than three, so an isogeny with a Jacobian for a domain generally does not have another Jacobian for a codomain. For this reason, examples of explicit isogenies of higher-dimensional abelian varieties are particularly rare (setting aside endomorphisms such as integer multiplication and Frobenius). We note that recently, Mestre has described a (g + 1)-dimensional family of (Z/2Z) g -isogenies of Jacobians of hyperelliptic curves of genus g for every g ≥ 1 (see [21] ). Our families of isogenies are defined over number fields, and provide a source of examples of explicit isogenies of high-dimensional abelian varieties over exact fields.
This work generalizes some results from the author's unpublished thesis [24, §6] . The subfamily at s = 0 of the isogeny in Example 6.1 and the fibre at s = 0 of the isogeny in Example 6.3 also appeared earlier in the thesis of Kux [18, §4.1] . The Real Multiplication families in Examples 5.2 and 5.3 appeared in the work of Tautz, Top, and Verberkmoes [26] . We assume some familiarity with the basic theory of curves and abelian varieties, referring the reader to Birkenhake and Lange [1] , Hindry and Silverman [14, Part A], Milne [22] , and Shimura [23] for further details.
Notation. Throughout this article, ζ n denotes a primitive n th root of unity in Q. If σ is an automorphism of a field k and f (x) = i c i x i is a polynomial over k, then we write f σ (x) for the polynomial i c σ i x i . If φ is an isogeny of abelian varieties with kernel isomorphic to a group G, then we say that φ is a G-isogeny.
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The basic construction
Suppose (f, g) is a pair of squarefree polynomials of degree at least 5 over k such that there exists a nontrivial factorization f (x 1 ) − g(x 2 ) = A(x 1 , x 2 )B(x 1 , x 2 ).
Given such a pair of polynomials, we define a pair (X, Y ) of hyperelliptic curves by X : y The factors A and B of f (x 1 )−g(x 2 ) define explicit homomorphisms from J X to J Y as follows: Let C be the correspondence on X × Y defined by (1) C := V (y 1 − y 2 , A(x 1 , x 2 )) ⊂ X × Y.
The natural projections of X×Y restrict to coverings π X : C → X and π Y : C → Y .
Composing the pullback (π X ) * : J X → J C with the pushforward (π Y ) * : J C → J Y , we obtain a homomorphism
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we say φ is induced by C. The homomorphism φ is completely explicit: we can compute the image of a divisor class on X under φ by pulling back a representative divisor to C and then pushing the result forward onto Y . If we replace A with B in (1), we obtain the homomorphism −φ. Exchanging X and Y in (2), we obtain the Rosati dual homomorphism
Xφ λ Y , whereφ : J Y → J X is the dual homomorphism and λ X :
x + s d be the generic monic polynomial of degree d (where the s i are free parameters), let ∆ f (resp. ∆ g ) be the discriminant of F (f (x)) (resp. F (g(x))), and let T be the parameter space defined by
then we obtain a d-parameter family (X , Y) → T of pairs of curves defined by
together with a family of homomorphisms φ :
That is, for each P in T , if C P , X P , and Y P are the fibres of C, X , and Y over P , then C P induces a homomorphism φ P : J XP → J YP .
If f and g are defined over a polynomial ring k[t], then we can define (d + 1)-parameter families of pairs of curves and homomorphisms, this time parameterised
, in exactly the same way. Throughout this article we will use T to denote the parameter space of each of our families; the precise definition of T in each case will be clear from the context.
We will restrict our attention to the cases d = deg F = 1 (the linear construction) and d = deg F = 2 (the quadratic construction). For higher degrees d, the Jacobians of X and Y are reducible. Indeed, we have a covering (x, y) → (f (x), y) from X to the curve X ′ : v 2 = F (u), so J X ′ is an isogeny factor of J X whenever X ′ has positive genus: that is, whenever d > 2. We aim to construct explicit isogenies of absolutely simple Jacobians, so we will leave aside d > 2.
Remark 2.1. Our constructions depend only on f and g, and generalize to variableseparated curves -that is, curves of the form P (y) = f (x) where deg P > 2. The analysis of the resulting homomorphisms is more detailed, however, and some of the methods we use in §3 do not readily extend to the separated-variable case. We will return to these constructions in future work.
Determining kernel structure
Suppose X , Y, and φ : J X → J Y are defined as in the previous section. We want to determine whether φ is an isogeny, and if so to compute a group G isomorphic to its kernel. It suffices to consider the generic fibre φ : J X → J Y , which is defined over Q(T ), a field of characteristic zero.
The first step is to show that J X is absolutely simple; then φ is an isogeny if and only if it is nonzero. Further, if φ is an isogeny and J X is absolutely simple and g X = g Y then J Y must also be absolutely simple, and φ itself cannot arise from a product of isogenies of lower-dimensional abelian varieties. Since a reducible abelian variety cannot specialize to to an absolutely simple one, it is enough to exhibit a point P of the parameter space T such that the specialization J P of J X inria-00420605, version 1 -29 Sep 2009 at P is absolutely simple. In Examples 6.1 and 6.5, there will exist a convenient choice of P allowing us to deduce the simplicity of J P from CM-theory. For the other examples, we will use the fact that J P is defined over a number field K, and exhibit a prime p of K such that the (good) reduction J P of J P at p is absolutely simple; the absolute simplicity of J P , and thus the absolute simplicity of J X , then follows from [6, Lemma 6] .
To show that J P is absolutely simple, we compute its Weil polynomial χ (that is, the characteristic polynomial of its Frobenius endomorphism) using Kedlaya's algorithm [16] , which is implemented in Magma [13, 2] . (For this to be practical the norm of p must be a power of a small prime, especially for the higher-genus families.) If χ is irreducible, then J P is simple. To determine whether J P is absolutely simple, we apply the criterion appearing in [15] : Lemma 3.1 (Howe and Zhu). Suppose A is a simple abelian variety over a finite field, and let χ be its (irreducible) Weil polynomial. Let π be an element of Q satisfying χ(π) = 0. Let D be the set of integers d > 1 such that either
If D is empty, then
A is absolutely simple.
Proof. See [15, Proposition 3] . Note that D ⊂ {d ∈ Z >0 : ϕ(d) | 2 dim A}, so this criterion can be efficiently checked.
We will be handling some large Weil polynomials. To save space, we will use the following, more compact representation.
Definition 3.1. Suppose A is a g-dimensional abelian variety over F q with Weil polynomial χ. We define the Weil coefficients of A to be the integers w 1 , . . . , w g such that
Recall that φ † • φ is an endomorphism of J X ; if φ is an isogeny of absolutely simple Jacobians, then
Since φ is an isogeny of Jacobians (thus respecting the canonical polarizations), its kernel must be a maximal isotropic subgroup of J X [m] with respect to the m-Weil pairing; the nondegeneracy of the Weil pairing then gives the following elementary result.
Let K = Q(T ) denote the base field of the generic fibre, and let Ω(X) and Ω(Y ) denote the K-vector spaces of regular differentials on X and Y , respectively. We have the well-known representation
sending a homomorphism to the induced map on differentials (see Shimura [23, §2.9] for details). This representation is faithful in characteristic zero, and it respects composition: if φ : J X → J Y and ψ : J Y → J Z are homomorphisms, then
In particular, when J X ∼ = J Y we obtain a representation of rings
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To determine whether φ is an isogeny, we compute
and check that the result is equal to mI gX for some integer m = 0. Given m, we can use Lemma 3.2 to partially determine the group structure of ker φ.
It is straightforward to compute D X,Y (φ) when φ is induced by a correspondence of the form C = V (y 1 − y 2 , A(x 1 , x 2 )) ⊂ X × Y . We begin by fixing ordered bases 
To compute these traces, we rewrite A(x 1 , x 2 ) as a polynomial in x 1 over K[x 2 ] (after possibly rescaling to ensure A is monic in x 1 ):
The s i are the i th elementary symmetric polynomials in the roots of A viewed as a polynomial in x 1 over K(x 2 ); each s i is a polynomial in x 2 over K of degree at most i. The function t i is by definition the i th power sum symmetric function in these same roots, and so we can express the t i in terms of the s j using the standard Newton-Girard recurrences:
Since each s i has degree at most i, it follows that each of the trace functions t i has degree at most i. We can therefore write
with coefficients t i,j in K; these coefficients are precisely the entries of D X,Y (φ) (with t i,j = 0 for j > i).
We noted above that if φ : J X → J Y is a homomorphism induced by a correspondence on X × Y , then we obtain the Rosati dual φ † : J Y → J X by simply exchanging X and Y . We may therefore compute D Y,X (φ † ) in exactly the same way we
JX , then Lemma 3.2 allows us to determine the structure of ker φ when m is squarefree. But in §6 we will encounter m = 2, 3, 4, and 8; we will therefore need another technique to handle m = 4 and m = 8. (
Proof. The result follows directly from Lemma 3.2.
To apply Lemma 3.3, we need to compute the (Z/2Z)-rank ν of ker φ ∩ J X [2] .
Lemma 3.
) be hyperelliptic curves, and φ : J X → J Y the homomorphism induced by the correspondence
where M is the 2g X ×2g Y matrix over F 2 with i, j-th entry ν i,j + ν i,2gY +1 (mod 2), where ν i,j denotes the multiplicity of (
, then we let w 2gX +2 (resp. w ′ 2gY +2 ) be the unique point at infinity on X (resp. Y ), and we set ν i,2gY +2 := 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ 2g X . The sets {w i : 1 ≤ i ≤ 2g X + 2} and {w
are then the sets of Weierstrass points of X and Y , respectively. It is well-known that
) is generated by differences of Weierstrass points of X (resp. Y ), subject to the relations
We therefore fix explicit bases for the 2-torsion:
Since φ restricts to a homomorphism φ| 2 :
, we have a representation
(where the isomorphism is determined by our choice of bases.) The (Z/2Z)-rank of ker φ ∩ J X [2] = ker φ| 2 is then equal to the nullity of the matrix T 2 (φ). The entries t i,j of T 2 (φ) are determined by the relations
(this is well-defined, since the t i,j are elements of Z/2Z). Explicitly computing the images of the basis elements, we find
, and the result follows.
Remark 3.1. In practice, computing the matrix M of Lemma 3.4 can be difficult if the roots of f and g are not all defined over a low-degree extension of the ground field. In our examples, we will be free to choose (reductions of) X and Y in such a way that all of the roots of f and g lie in a small finite field.

Pairs of polynomials
In order to use the construction of §2 to produce examples of explicit isogenies, we need a source of pairs of polynomials (f, g) such that f (x 1 ) − g(x 2 ) is reducible. We will use the explicit classification of such pairs over C due to Cassou-Noguès and Couveignes [5] , which we summarize in Theorem 4.1. This classification is restricted to indecomposable polynomials (in the sense of Definition 4.2), and classifies pairs up to an equivalence relation described in Definition 4.1.
Definition 4.1. We say that polynomials f 1 and f 2 over k are linear translates if there exist a and b in k, with a = 0, such that f 1 (x) = f 2 (ax + b). We say pairs (f 1 , g 1 ) and (f 2 , g 2 ) of polynomials are equivalent if there exists c = 0 and d in k such that f 1 and cf 2 +d are linear translates and g 1 and cg 2 +d are linear translates.
The "equivalence" of Definition 4.1 is indeed an equivalence relation on pairs of polynomials. Further, if S is an equivalence class, then either f (
) for some polynomials f 1 and f 2 of degree at least 2, and indecomposable otherwise. If f and g are linear translates, then f ( 
is reducible if and only if (f, g) is equivalent to either
(1) the pair (x n , x n ) for some prime n, or (2) the pair (D n (x), D n (x))x n 1 − x n 2 = n−1 e=0 (x 1 − ζ e n x 2 ).
Example 4.2 (Dickson polynomials). For each
denote the n th Dickson polynomial of the first kind with parameter 1: that is, the unique polynomial of degree n such that D n (x+x −1 , 1) = x n +x −n . In characteristic zero we have D n (x) = 2T n (x/2), where T n is the classical Chebyshev polynomial of degree n. (See [20] for further details.) We have a nontrivial factorization
(see [20, Theorem 3.12] ), where
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Example 4.3 (Polynomials of degree 7). Let α 7 be an element of Q satisfying
is a quadratic imaginary field, and σ acts as complex conjugation. Let f 7 be the polynomial of degree 7 over Q(α 7 )[t] defined by
(Our f 7 is the polynomial of [5, §5.1] with a 2 = α 7 .) We have a nontrivial factorization
, where
σ . Both A 7 and B 7 are absolutely irreducible.
Example 4.4 (Polynomials of degree 11). Let α 11 be an element of Q satisfying
is an imaginary quadratic field, and σ acts as complex conjugation. Let f 11 be the polynomial of degree 11 over Q(α 11 ) defined by
− (2α 11 + 12)x 2 2 + (8α 11 + 15)x 2 + 12α 11 + 6; note that A 11 (x 2 , x 1 ) = −A σ 11 (x 1 , x 2 ). Both A 11 and B 11 are absolutely irreducible. Example 4.5 (Polynomials of degree 13). Let β 13 and α 13 be elements of Q satisfying β 2 13 − 5β 13 + 3 = 0 and α 2 13 + (β 13 − 2)α 13 + β 13 = 0. The involution σ : α 13 → β 13 /α 13 generates Gal(Q(α 13 )/Q(β 13 )). Observe that Q(β 13 ) = Q( √ 13) is a real quadratic field, and Q(α 13 ) = Q( −3 √ 13 + 1) is an imaginary quadratic extension of Q(β 13 ); so Q(α 13 ) is a CM-field, and σ acts as complex conjugation.
Let f 13 be the polynomial of degree 13 over Q(α 13 )[t] defined in Table 1 : 
, where 
, where Let f 21 be the polynomial of degree 21 over k defined in Table 3 : (1) For n = 11, 21, 31, the image of the family X : y 2 = f n (x) + s in H (n−1)/2 is one-dimensional; (2) For n = 7, 13, 15, the image of the family X : y 2 = f n (x) + s in H (n−1)/2 is two-dimensional; (3) For n = 11, 21, 31, the image of the family X :
4) For n = 7, 13, 15, the image of the family X :
Proof. We will show that only finitely many curves in each family X can be isomorphic to a given element of X . This implies that intersection of X (Q) with the isomorphism class of a curve X in X (Q) is finite, and hence that the map from X (Q) into the moduli space of hyperelliptic curves is finite. The dimension of the image of X in the moduli space is then equal to the number of parameters of X .
Consider (1): if X : y 2 = c 0 x n + c 1 x n−1 + c 2 x n−2 + · · · + c n is a hyperelliptic curve in the family X , then the coefficients c i satisfy conditions 
with α, β, γ, δ, and ǫ in Q sastisfying ǫ = 0 and αδ − βγ = 0, and X ′ has a defining equation X ′ : y 2 = ǫ −2 (γx + δ) n+1 (f n ((αx + β)/(x + δ)) + s). If γ = 0, then we may take δ = 1, so ψ(x, y) = (αx + β, ǫy). If X ′ is in X then it satisfies (A), (B), (C), and (D). Condition (A) implies α n = ǫ 2 , while (B) forces β = 0. The coefficients of x n−2 and x n−3 in f n (αx) + s are then α n−2 c 2 and α n−3 c 3 = α n−3 κ n c 2 , whereupon (C) and (D) imply α = 1, and hence ǫ = ±1. We conclude that ψ must be either the identity map or the hyperelliptic involution, depending on the sign of ǫ; in either case, X ′ = X. If γ = 0, then we may take γ = 1. For the hyperelliptic polynomial of X ′ to have degree n we must have δ = −ρ, where ρ is one of the roots of f n (x) + s. Conditions (A), (B), (C), and (D) then uniquely determine α, β, γ, and ǫ (up to sign) in terms of ρ and κ n . Since there were only n possible choices of ρ, we find that there are only 2n possible choices for ψ, and only n modulo the hyperelliptic involution.
We have shown that there are only n + 1 possible defining equations for curves in X isomorphic to X (in fact, each corresponds to a choice of Weierstrass point of X). has a unique defining equation (since the coefficient of x 0 in the defining equation uniquely determines a point of the parameter space); hence there are at most n + 1 curves in X isomorphic to X.
The proof is identical for (2), though in this case we must restrict to the open subfamily of X where t = 0 (so that (B) holds), and take κ 7 = 1, κ 13 = −((2β 13 − 9)α 6 − β 13 + 3)/3, and κ 15 = −2α 15 + 1. Again, each curve in X has a unique defining equation: the coefficients of x 0 and x n uniquely determine a point of the parameter space.
The proof for (3) and (4) is similar, and we only sketch it here. This time the curves X : y 2 = As before, the defining equation of any curve in X isomorphic to X is uniquely determined by (A'), (B'), (C'), (D'), (E'), (F'), and the choice of a root of f n (x) 2 + s 1 f n (x) + s 2 . The curves in X have unique defining equations, since the coefficients of x 0 and x n (and x 2n−2 in (4)) uniquely determine the corresponding point of the parameter space. Hence there are at most 2n curves in X isomorphic to X.
Explicit Complex and Real Multiplications
We now apply the methods of §2 and §3 to the factorizations in Examples 4.1 and 4.2. Most of the resulting families have already been investigated elsewhere, so we treat them only briefly here. Throughout this section n denotes an odd prime. Example 5.4. Applied to (D n (x), D n (x)), the quadratic construction yields a twoparameter family
of pairs of hyperelliptic curves of genus n − 1. We have a nontrivial factorization
is lower-triangular, its characteristic polynomial (and hence that of φ i ) is
where t j,j is the j th entry on the diagonal of D X ,X (φ i ): that is, t j,j is the leading coefficient of the trace t j = Tr
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n , and
Solving the second-order linear recurrence, we find t j,j = ζ ij n + ζ −ij n for all j > 0, so
where m is the minimal polynomial of ζ n + ζ −1 n over Q; hence m(φ i ) = 0. We conclude that φ i generates an explicit subring of End(J X ) isomorphic to Z[ζ n +ζ −1 n ].
Families of explicit isogenies
We now apply the methods of §2 and §3 to the factorizations in Examples 4.3 through 4.8. The examples in this section form the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Example 6.1. Let f 7 , A 7 , α 7 , and σ be as in Example 4.3. The linear construction on (f 7 , f σ 7 ) yields a two-parameter family X : y
+ s of pairs of hyperelliptic curves of genus 3 defined over Q(α 7 ). Specializing X at (s, t) = (1, 0) we obtain the curve X of Example 5.1 with n = 7, where we noted that J X was absolutely simple; hence the generic fibre of J X is absolutely simple.
The correspondence
and therefore
The image of J X in A 3 is two-dimensional by Lemma 4.2 and Torelli's theorem. We conclude that φ is a two-dimensional family of (Z/2Z) 3 -isogenies of (generically) absolutely simple Jacobians, thus proving Theorem 1.1 for the first row of the table.
Remark 6.1. More generally, given a hyperelliptic curve X of genus 3 and a maximal 2-Weil isotropic subgroup S of J X [2] , there exists a (possibly reducible) curve Y of genus 3 and a (Z/2Z) 3 -isogeny φ : J X → J Y with kernel S (both Y and φ may be defined over a quadratic extension of the field of definition of S). In general, the curve Y is not hyperelliptic. An algorithm which computes equations for Y and φ in the case where S is generated by differences of Weierstrass points appears in [25] (it is possible to show, using techniques similar to those of Lemma 3.4 , that the kernel of the isogeny of Example 6.1 is not such a subgroup). The case where X is non-hyperelliptic is treated in [19] .
Example 6.2. Let f 7 , A 7 , α 7 , and σ be as in Examples 4.3 and 6.1. The quadratic construction on (f 7 , f σ 7 ) yields a three-parameter family X : y
+ s 2 of pairs of hyperelliptic curves of genus 6 defined over Q(α 7 ). Specializing X at (s 1 , s 2 , t) = (1, 0, 1) and reducing modulo a prime of Q(α 7 ) over 13, we obtain a curve X over F 13 2 . The Weil polynomial of J X is irreducible, and corresponds to the Weil coefficients w 1 = −16, w 2 = −46, w 3 = 3496, w 4 = −36993, w 5 = −464728, w 6 = 13747140.
Applying Lemma 3.1, we see that J X is absolutely simple. Hence, the generic fibre of J X is absolutely simple.
The image of J X in A 6 is three-dimensional by Lemma 4.2 and Torelli's theorem. We conclude that φ is a three-dimensional family of (Z/2Z) 6 -isogenies of (generically) absolutely simple Jacobians, thus proving Theorem 1.1 for the third row of the table. Applying Lemma 3.1, we see that J X is absolutely simple. Hence, the generic fibre of J X is absolutely simple.
The image of J X in A 5 is one-dimensional by Lemma 4.2 and Torelli's theorem. We conclude that φ is a one-dimensional family of (Z/3Z) 5 -isogenies of (generically) absolutely simple Jacobians, thus proving Theorem 1.1 for the second row of the table.
Example 6.4. Let f 11 , A 11 , α 11 , and σ be as in Examples 4.4 and 6.3. The quadratic construction on (f 11 , f σ 11 ) yields a two-parameter family X : y
of pairs of hyperelliptic curves of genus 10 defined over Q(α 11 ). Specializing X at (s 1 , s 2 ) = (1, 0) and reducing modulo a prime of Q(α 11 ) over 7, we obtain a curve X over F 49 . The Weil polynomial of J X is irreducible, and corresponds to the Weil inria-00420605, version 1 -29 Sep 2009 Table 6 . Applying Lemma 3.1, we see that J X is absolutely simple. Hence, the generic fibre of J X is absolutely simple.
The correspondence , each of which is an element of norm 3 (we omit the other entries for lack of space). We therefore have
The image of J X in A 10 is two-dimensional by Lemma 4.2 and Torelli's theorem. We conclude that φ is a two-dimensional family of (Z/3Z) 10 -isogenies of (generically) absolutely simple Jacobians, thus proving Theorem 1.1 for the sixth row of the table. 0) , we obtain the curve X of Example 5.1 with n = 13, which has an absolutely simple Jacobian; hence the generic fibre of J X is absolutely simple.
The correspondence V (A 13 (x 1 , x 2 ), y 1 − y 2 ) on X × T Y induces a homomorphism φ : J X → J Y . The 6 × 6 matrix D X,Y (φ) is lower-triangular; if we set e 1 := (β 13 − 4)α 13 + 2 and e 2 := α + 1, then the diagonal entries of D X,Y (φ) are e 1 , e 2 , e 1 , e σ 1 , e 2 , e 2 , each of which is an element of norm 3 in Q(β 13 ). (we omit the other entries for lack of space). We therefore have
The image of J X in A 6 is one-dimensional by Lemma 4.2 and Torelli's theorem. We conclude that φ is a one-dimensional family of (Z/3Z) 6 -isogenies of (generically) absolutely simple Jacobians, thus proving Theorem 1.1 for the fourth row of the table.
Example 6.6. Let f 13 , A 13 , α 13 , β 13 and σ be as in Examples 4.5 and 6.5. The quadratic construction on (f 13 , f σ 13 ) yields a three-parameter family X : y
13 (x 2 ) + s 2 of pairs of hyperelliptic curves of genus 12 defined over Q(α 13 ). Specializing X at (s 1 , s 2 , t) = (1, 1, 1) and reducing modulo a prime of Q(α 13 ) over 5, we obtain a curve X over F 5 4 . The Weil polynomial of J X is irreducible, and corresponds to the Weil coefficients listed in Table 7 . Applying Lemma 3.1, we see that J X is absolutely simple. Hence, the generic fibre of J X is absolutely simple.
The correspondence V (A 13 ( (with e 1 and e 2 defined as in Example 6.5), each of which is an element of norm 3 in Q(β 13 ). We therefore have
The image of J X in A 12 is three-dimensional by Lemma 4.2 and Torelli's theorem. We conclude that φ is a three-dimensional family of (Z/3Z) 12 -isogenies of (generically) absolutely simple Jacobians, thus proving Theorem 1.1 for the eighth row of the table. 15 , each of which is an element of norm 4 (we omit the other entries for lack of space). We therefore find
JX . Specializing at (s, t) = (1, 0) and reducing modulo a prime over 31, we obtain curves X :ȳ 6 . The image of J X in A 7 is two-dimensional by Lemma 4.2 and Torelli's theorem. We conclude that φ is a two-dimensional family of (Z/4Z) 4 × (Z/2Z) 6 -isogenies of (generically) absolutely simple Jacobians, thus proving Theorem 1.1 for the fifth row of the Table 8 . Applying Lemma 3.1, we see that J X is absolutely simple. Hence, the generic fibre of J X is absolutely simple.
The correspondence 15 , each of which is an element of norm 4 (we omit the other entries for lack of space.) We therefore find
JX . Specializing at (s 1 , s 2 , t) = (0, −1, 0) and reducing modulo a prime over 31, we obtain curves X :ȳ 9 × (Z/2Z) 10 . The image of J X in A 14 is threedimensional by Lemma 4.2 and Torelli's theorem. We conclude that φ is a family of (Z/4Z) 9 × (Z/2Z) 10 -isogenies of (generically) absolutely simple Jacobians, thus proving Theorem 1.1 for the ninth row of the table. . Specializing X at s = 0 and reducing modulo a prime of Q(α 21 ) over 5, we obtain a curve X over F 25 . The Weil polynomial χ of J X is irreducible, and corresponds to the Weil coefficients listed in Table 9 . Applying Lemma 3.1, we see that J X is absolutely simple. Hence, the generic fibre of J X is absolutely simple.
The correspondence V (A 21 (x 1 , x 2 ), y 1 − y 2 ) on X × T Y induces a homomorphism φ : J X → J Y . The 10×10 matrix D X,Y (φ) is lower-triangular; if we set e = (α . Specializing X at s = 0 and reducing modulo a prime of Q(α 31 ) over 5, we obtain a curve X over F 5 3 . The Weil polynomial of J X is irreducible, and corresponds to the Weil coefficients listed in Table 11 . The Jacobian J X is absolutely simple by Lemma 3.1; hence the generic fibre of J X is absolutely simple.
The correspondence C = V (A(x 1 , x 2 ), y 1 − y 2 ) on X × T Y induces a homomorphism φ : J X → J Y . The 15×15 matrix D X,Y (φ) is lower-triangular; if we set e 1 := −((β each of which is an element of norm 8 in Q(β 31 ) (we omit the other entries for lack of space). We therefore find
JX . Specializing at s = 0 and reducing modulo a prime over 47, we obtain curves X and Y and an isogeny φ : J X → J Y over F 47 . Applying Lemmas 3.4 and 3.3, we find ker φ ∼ = (Z/8Z) 5 ×(Z/4Z) 10 ×(Z/4Z) 10 . The image of J X in A 15 is one-dimensional by Lemma 4.2 and Torelli's theorem. We conclude that φ is a one-dimensional family of (Z/8Z) 5 ×(Z/4Z) 10 ×(Z/4Z) 10 -isogenies of (generically) absolutely simple Jacobians, thus proving Theorem 1.1 for the tenth row of the table.
Example 6.12. Let f 31 , A 31 , α 31 , β 31 , and σ be as in Examples 4.8 and 6.11. The quadratic construction on (f 31 , f σ 31 ) yields a two-parameter family X : y . Specializing X at (s 1 , s 2 ) = (1, 2) and reducing modulo a prime of Q(α 31 ) over 3, we obtain a curve X over F 3 6 . The Weil polynomial of J X is irreducible, and corresponds to the Weil coefficients listed in Table 12 . The Jacobian J X is absolutely simple by Lemma 3.1; hence the generic fibre of J X is absolutely simple.
The correspondence C = V (A 31 (x 1 , x 2 ), y 1 − y 2 ) on X × T Y induces a homomorphism φ : J X → J Y . The 30×30 matrix D X,Y (φ); is lower-triangular with diagonal
